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ABSTRACT: To understand the observed wear in WC/Co tools
during machining of Ti-alloys, it is important to know which
interfaces are present in the tool-workpiece contact zone. It has
been shown that WC grains in contact with the workpiece form a
C depleted layer consisting of BCC W, and as such, knowledge of
which WC/W interfaces can be expected and which interfaces can
be used as starting points for further computations are of great
importance. Here, this is studied by the systematic construction of
interfaces and evaluation of the work of adhesion and interfacial
energies of 60,000 unique interfaces spread across six different
interface systems made up of the basal and prismatic surfaces of
WC and the low index surfaces of BCC W. Calculations are made using a classical approach in LAMMPS as well as subset analysis
using first principles in VASP (Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package). The results show trends as functions of strain and system size
giving a large-scale overview of this system and finding the energetically preferred interface combination to be the type-I, W-
terminated prismatic WC surface against the [110] surface of BCC W.

■ INTRODUCTION
The increased use of Ti-alloys in performance critical
components within chemical industries, aerospace, and other
advanced applications has made the need for more efficient
machining of such components important.1 This is needed
both to lower production costs, allowing performance gains
associated with these types of materials to be unlocked in more
applications, as well as making the processes more environ-
mentally friendly with regard to tool consumption.2 The class
of tool materials of choice for machining steels as well as Ti-
alloys is cemented carbides, most commonly WC/Co
consisting of WC particles in a Co matrix, providing hardness
and abrasion resistance while, at the same time, being ductile
enough to prevent fracture. The issue with using these tools for
the machining of Ti-alloys as opposed to steels is the rapid
wear associated with the high temperatures in the tool-
workpiece contact zone brought about by the poor thermal
conductivity of Ti in relation to steel as well as the reactivity
between the tool and workpiece materials at elevated
temperatures. This increased temperature, which is estimated
to be in the region of 1000 °C,3 leads to rapid wear through
diffusion of tool material into the workpiece,4,5 resulting in the
formation of a crater on the rake face (chip facing region) of
the tool, which eventually leads to tool failure through plastic
deformation of the weakened tool nose. Recently, inves-
tigations have shown that a thin layer, around 100 nm, of BCC
W forms on top of the outermost WC grains in contact with
the workpiece after turning of the commonly used alloy Ti-
6Al-4V.6,7 The diffusion of C out of the WC grains and into

the workpiece is necessary for this to happen, and the study of
this diffusion step is of great importance in the understanding
of the wear that occurs in these tools. An important part of
such an investigation is an understanding of the interfaces that
can be expected to form in the WC/W interface boundaries in
this contact, to know which specific interfaces to choose, or to
know how a specific interface compares to the larger trends
present in the system. Studies of WC/W interfaces have been
made but have been limited to individual interfaces8,9 making
predictions or general statements regarding this system difficult
as there is no information on which interfaces actually form
and results can be expected to vary depending on which ones
are chosen. WC has a hexagonal structure with the most
common surfaces being terminated either by the basal [0001]
or prismatic [101̅0] planes;10,11 additionally, the prismatic
terminations can be of two different types where type-I has a
final interplanar distance half the length of type-II.12 An
investigation into the work of adhesion and the interfacial
energies for basal and prismatic (type-I and type-II) surfaces in
contact with both the [100] and [110] surfaces of BCC W is
presented in this paper. In each case, an exhaustive search is
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made for the best strain matches between the selected starting
cells from which 5000 interfaces are selected and the work of
adhesion and interfacial energies calculated for four different
relative translations in LAMMPS13 using the analytical bond
order potential (ABOP) developed by Juslin et al.14 after which
a subset of interfaces are recalculated using the Vienna Ab
Initio Simulation Package (VASP)15−17 and compared to
produce data on the large-scale trends as well as quantitative
values for the most common WC/W interface systems. The
results will serve as a guide to interfaces in this specific system,
the trends between the ABOP, and first principles for the work
of adhesion and interfacial energies and general insights into
the construction of material interfaces.

■ METHODS
Structural Relaxations. The initial geometric relaxations

of the base cells, W and WC, were made in both LAMMPS13

and VASP.15−17 In LAMMPS, the calculations were made
using the ABOP14 and the relaxation criteria was set to a force
of below 1 × 10−6 eV/Å. In VASP, the calculations were made
using the projector augmented wave (PAW)18 method
together with the PBE19 exchange correlation functional. A
520 eV energy cutoff was used, as volume relaxation occurs,
together with a 15 × 15 × 15 Γ-centered k-point mesh, and the
relaxations were continued until the force acting on any atom
was below 5 × 10−3 eV/Å. The resulting cell parameters can be
found in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
Surface Calculations. From the initial relaxed cells, the

individual surfaces of interest were created, W [100], W [110],
WC [0001], WC [101̅0]-I, and WC [101̅0]-II, and for these
surfaces, the surface energies were calculated. Because the
surfaces of WC considered here are stoichiometric, the
different surfaces of the slabs will have different terminations,
one W and one C. For the [0001] surface, the standard way of
dealing with this is to set a range for the chemical potential of
C bounded by the formation enthalpy of WC and W2C or bulk
C.20,21 For the prismatic surfaces, this is not possible since, in
addition to the elemental termination, the type-I and type-II
surfaces alternate for any non-stoichiometric slab as well.
Christensen and Wahnström12 gave a rough estimate for the
individual surface contributions of the prismatic surfaces by
calculating the ratio between the C and W terminations of the
[0001] surface and using the same ratio to divide up the sums
of the surface energies for the prismatic surfaces. Juslin et al.14

took a similar approach but calculated the ratios between the C
and W surfaces using only the prismatic terminations, and the
same approach is taken here; more information can be found
in the Supporting Information. The non-stoichiometric slabs
consisted of nine layers and were calculated as21

E N N N

A

( )

2
S W WC

B
W C Cσ

μ μ
=

− + −
(1)

with ES being the total energy of the surface slab and Ni the
number of W or C atoms, A the surface area, μWC

B the chemical
potential of bulk WC, and μC the chemical potential of C, here
chosen as the value at the W-rich limit.21 The surface energies
for the BCC W surfaces were calculated as

E E
A2

S Bσ =
−

(2)

with ES and EB representing the surface and the equivalent
amount of bulk, respectively, and A the area. The surface

calculations were made both to determine the number of layers
needed in the interface calculations to avoid edge effects and to
be able to calculate the interfacial energies from values for the
work of adhesion. The number of layers needed for the
calculations of the work of adhesion were determined to be 6
for the [100] and [110] W surfaces, 6 for the [0001] WC
surface, and 8 for the two [101̅0]-I/II WC surfaces converging
the surface energies to within 3 × 10−3 eV/Å2. Aside from
changing the k-point sampling in the z direction to 1 for the
VASP calculations and adding a vacuum region together with
the use of dipole corrections to account for the asymmetry in
the surface slabs, all other computational details were kept the
same.

Interface Searches. The relaxed individual surfaces were
used as inputs to search for interface matches between the WC
and W with the WC surfaces below and the W surfaces on top.
The searches were made for six interface combinations, the
[0001], [101̅0] type-I, and [101̅0] type-II surfaces of WC
against the [100] and [110] surfaces of BCC W, where the
WC surfaces were then terminated by both C and W, leading
to 12 total interface systems. The interface searches were made
using the method described by Stradi et al.22 and implemented
in a purposely built python package. The interface search
method results in the discovery of the lowest strain cell match
for each permutation of the base cell vectors of the top surface.
This search is repeated at defined increments of relative
rotation between the top and bottom base cells in the range [0,
180) degrees, leading to the discovery of the lowest strain
interface matches at each relative angle for every cell vector
permutation. From the results of each interface cell search,
5000 interfaces were kept for further investigation and the
criteria for inclusion were set by constructing a ratio between
the number of atoms and the mean strain of the interfaces in
each interface system. This resulted in datasets containing
interfaces in the full range of possible interface choices by
including the lowest strain interfaces for each interface size. In
the interface search, the LAMMPS relaxed geometries were
used as inputs and only the top surface was strained, leading
the system to have a fully relaxed bottom surface at all times
conceptually describing a system with a thin film on top of a
much thicker substrate. An overview of all selected interfaces
and their strain can be found in Figures S1−S3 in the
Supporting Information along with additional information on
the interface search.

Interface Calculations. For all of the selected interfaces,
the work of adhesion12,21 was calculated in LAMMPS as

W
E E E

Aad
S1 S2 I=

+ −
(3)

where ES represents the total energy of the relaxed individual
surfaces, EI the total energy of the interface slab, and A the area
of the interface. With the reference surfaces calculated in their
relaxed geometries, the work of adhesion will represent the
stability of the interface compared to the individual slabs with
the contribution from strain taken into account. For the work
of adhesion, it is not only the specific cell match that is of
interest but the relative translation of the individual surfaces as
well, and as such, each calculation of the work of adhesion
were done at four different initial relative translations as shown
in Figure 1.
After the calculations in LAMMPS, a subset of interfaces

were followed up by calculations in VASP both to benchmark
the values between VASP and LAMMPS and to provide
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quantitative values for the work of adhesion; for a full set of
calculations, see Table 1. Since the interfaces were constructed

by placing all of the mismatch strain on the top surface and
using the x and y cell parameters of the bottom surfaces as the
x and y interface cell parameters, the bottom surfaces always
had a relaxed cell geometry in the LAMMPS calculations.
When changing the method to VASP, this leads to a small
amount of strain on the bottom surfaces as the cell parameters
are slightly different. To ensure that the same conditions would
apply in both calculations, the interfaces were scaled to reflect
the relaxed cell parameters as calculated in VASP. In each
calculation, in both LAMMPS and VASP, the bottom two
layers of atoms were restricted from moving in the x and y
directions while being free move in the z direction; the reason
for this was to provide a stable base for the relaxations, and the
justification for this was that no reconstruction of the
individual surfaces was observed in the slab calculations of
the surface energies other than reduction in the z distance
between the outer layers. The only exception to this were
surface slab calculations of strained individual surfaces where
no atoms were restricted in any way in order to make any
surface reconstruction brought about by strain possible. For all
these calculations, the computational details in LAMMPS were
kept the same, whereas for the VASP calculations, the
extension package VASP Transition State Tools (VTST)23

were used in order to access the large set of force-based
structural optimizers that it implements for better control over

the interface relaxations. As no cell volume relaxation takes
place during the calculations, the energy cutoff was lowered to
400 eV. Additionally, since a large number of interfaces of
different shapes and sizes were to be calculated, the number of
k-points were selected to achieve a density of k-points per unit
of each reciprocal lattice vector (1/Å−1) of at least 5, rounded
up to the nearest odd integer and Γ-centered, resulting in a
range of k-points from 9 for the shortest cell vectors to 1 for
the larger cell vectors. For each individual calculation regarding
the same interface, i.e., calculations of the individual surfaces
and the full interface, the same k-point mesh was used. Because
the work of adhesion is calculated by the energy difference
between the interface and the respective surfaces, errors tend
to cancel to a large extent, making convergence easier to obtain
if computational details are kept the same. For the smallest
interfaces, the k-point convergence in the work of adhesion
was 0.01 eV/Å2, which was considered reasonable given the
computational cost and the screening nature of this work.
Finally, a vacuum region of no less than 15 Å was used
together with dipole corrections to account for the asymmetric
nature of the slabs and interfaces.
Once the values for the work of adhesion were obtained, the

interfacial energies of each interface were calculated as21

W12 21 adγ σ σ= + − * (4)

where σ12 and σ21 represent the surface energies of the top
surface of the bottom slab and the bottom surface of the top
slab (the surfaces making up the interface) and Wad* the work
of adhesion, but here calculated as the difference between the
interface and the individual slabs in their strained states as to
not include the effect of straining on the calculation of the
interfacial energy.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Work of Adhesion. The work of adhesion for all W
terminated interfaces can be seen in Figure 2, and the C
terminated interfaces can be found in Figure S4 in the
Supporting Information. For the [0001]/[100] interfaces,
VASP calculations were made for both the C and W
terminations for completeness, but for all other interfaces,
only the W terminations were calculated in VASP. The reason
for this is that the W surfaces are thermodynamically more
stable in these environments,12,21 and additionally so in the W-
rich region, since there will always be an abundance of W in
WC/W interfaces, the WC termination is expected to consist
of W. Both terminations were however calculated in LAMMPS
where the computational cost merits the comparison.
Looking at the LAMMPS results, there is a clear trend in the

work of adhesion with regard to strain, which is converged at
the low strain end and widens at the high strain end. The
narrow convergence at the low strain side can be explained by
the strong correlation, which exists between strain and system
size, i.e., larger interfaces produce better strain matches, which
leads the work of adhesion to be dependent upon a large
number of atoms in a large variety of sites, making all
translations approach an average value. Adding to this is the
fact that the larger interfaces are highly unlikely to produce
matches in which all, or most, important lattice sites line up
between the bottom and top surfaces, making the importance
of the different translations much smaller as exemplified in
Figure 3. As the larger interfaces will not produce 1 to 1
matches between the numbers of base cells considering the

Figure 1. Translations for which the work of adhesion and interfacial
energies were calculated (yellow, C atoms and blue, W atoms). For
clarity, the 1 and 4 sites of the prismatic cell lie in higher planes than
the 2 and 3 sites, respectively.

Table 1. Interface Combinations and the Number of
Calculations of the Work of Adhesion and Interfacial
Energies Performed, x4 Indicates the Number of Relative
Translations, along with the Number of Atomic Layers Used
(WC/W)

interface LAMMPS VASP layers

[0001]C/[100] 5000 x4 41 x4 6/6
[0001]W/[100] 5000 x4 56 x4 6/6
[0001]C/[110] 5000 x4 6/6
[0001]W/[110] 5000 x4 46 x4 6/6
[101̅0]C‑I/ [100] 5000 x4 8/6
[101̅0]W‑I/[100] 5000 x4 44 x4 8/6
[101̅0]C‑I/[110] 5000 x4 8/6
[101̅0]W‑I/[110] 5000 x4 27 x4 8/6
[101̅0]C‑II/[100] 5000 x4 8/6
[101̅0]W‑II/[100] 5000 x4 42 x4 8/6
[101̅0]C‑II/[110] 5000 x4 8/6
[101̅0]W‑II/[110] 5000 x4 25 x4 8/6
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geometric relations between them, the only guarantee in the

general situation is that at least 1 lattice site will line up

between the top and bottom surfaces. The median values

calculated from the 50 (5) lowest strain interfaces including all

translations for the LAMMPS (VASP) data are presented in

Table 2.

The color scale in Figure 2 shows the ratio of the total
number of base cells, NTop/NBottom, that make up each
interface. This ratio converges toward the ratio set by the
inverse of the relative cell areas, i.e., ABottom/ATop, at the low
strain end. As this difference is completely determined by the
geometry of the interfaces, there are four distinct families,
[0001]/[100], [0001]/[110], [101̅0]/[100], and [101̅0]/

Figure 2.Work of adhesion plotted against the mean absolute strain for all W terminated interfaces and translations with the ratio between the total
number of base cells on the top and bottom surfaces as a color scale. LAMMPS values as dots and VASP values as diamonds.
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[110] with values for this ratio of 0.74, 1.04, 0.82, and 1.16,
respectively, as taken from the lowest strain datapoints. At the
high strain end of the interfaces, this ratio is useful in
highlighting transitions between different types of cell matches
as, for the smaller interfaces, this ratio takes distinct discrete
steps, i.e., as the ratio changes from 1:1 to 1:2 and so on. These
changes are fairly abrupt as the cell search is entirely based on
strain and can be seen as clusters or bands in the data. In this
system, all base cells have 1 atom in the outermost surface
layer, meaning that a cell match of 1:1 can, in principle, match
all atoms to ideally favorable sites. For the C terminated
interfaces of the [0001]/[100] system, this means that, at the
right initial translation, the number 2 site in Figure 1, this will
build a W termination out of the bottom layer of BCC W if the
strain allows for it, which is exemplified in Figure 4. The main
difference in the nearest neighbors in that match is seen
between layer 1, and the rest as the bottom of the interface
relaxes inward toward the bulk, whereas layers 2 and 3 are
clearly similar. The importance of matching the lattice sites can
be seen in many other interfaces as well where the atoms in the
bottom of the top cell will rotate, if possible, to better match
the favorable sites in the interface, which leads to a rotation in
the z direction as the top of the cell will have the atomic
positions dominated by the strain imposed by the lattice
vectors and the periodic boundary conditions. Due to this,
there will be, in most cases, strain contributions to the energy
included even if interface calculations are made with reference

slabs strained to match the interface and the strain as measured
by the mismatch between the lattice vectors will represent the
minimum amount of strain possible for a specific interface.
The bonding and matching of atoms at the interface serves

to increase the value for the work of adhesion as it stabilizes
the interface in relation to the free surfaces of the individual
slabs. The strain in the interface on the other hand destabilizes
the interface and lowers the work of adhesion as the individual
slabs are fully relaxed. As opposed to the bonding in the
interface, which is independent of the thickness of the
individual slabs, the strain depends on the thickness of the
strained slab, and including more layers will increase the
negative penalty to the work of adhesion. As only a few layers,
six, are included in these calculations, and indeed most
calculations due to computational cost, the importance of the
higher strain matches will be overstated if these results are
translated to the original application of interest where the
thickness of the top BCC W is estimated at around 100 nm6,7

and, even at a fraction of that, the penalty for strain in the
interface will become much more significant. At the low strain
end of the interface distribution, the values will be largely
unaffected by adding more layers as the strain contribution will
be very small. This can be seen if the corresponding values for
the work of adhesion are calculated using top surfaces, which
are strained in their slab states to match the strain seen in the
their respective interfaces. This removes the strain contribution
from the results and can be seen in Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information. Comparing the low strain values of the
calculations using strained surface references with the values
in Table 2, they are, as expected, found to be the same for both
the LAMMPS and VASP calculations, respectively.
Overall, though the trend is clear with respect to strain in all

interfaces, the surfaces in contact with the [100] surface of

Figure 3. Maximum difference in the work of adhesion between the
different relative translations for the W terminated [0001]/[100]
interfaces.

Table 2. Median Values for the Work of Adhesion from the
Lowest Strain Interfaces (±σ), Units Are eV/Å2

interface LAMMPS VASP

[0001]C/[100] 0.27 (0) 0.44 (1)
[0001]W/[100] 0.11 (0) 0.30 (0)
[0001]C/[110] 0.29 (1)
[0001]W/[110] 0.13 (0) 0.29 (1)
[101̅0]C‑I/ [100] 0.15 (0)
[101̅0]W‑I/[100] 0.07 (0) 0.30 (1)
[101̅0]C‑I/[110] 0.16 (1)
[101̅0]W‑I/[110] 0.09 (0) 0.33 (1)
[101̅0]C‑II/[100] 0.31 (1)
[101̅0]W‑II/[100] 0.12 (1) 0.32 (3)
[101̅0]C‑II/[110] 0.34 (1)
[101̅0]W‑II/[110] 0.15 (0) 0.35 (1)

Figure 4. C terminated WC where BCC W builds a perfect W
termination. Blue (W) and yellow (C) atoms belong to the original
WC, and red (W) belong to the original BCC W. Below are nearest
neighbor distances for the three layers of C in the WC surface labeled
as layer (L) and atom (A) from the bottom up.
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BCC W show a characteristic increase in the work of adhesion
at a mean strain of around 7%, which can be seen both in the
LAMMPS and VASP data. Focusing on the cell ratio discussed
above, this increase is largely consistent with a region showing
a cell ratio of 1, which might explain the higher stability of this
group in comparison to interfaces having lower strains, and this
is clearest for the [0001]/[100] interfaces. The interfaces that
include the [110] surface of BCC W shows the strongest
dependence on strain with no real deviation in the work of
adhesion at any point, other than a broadening of values. The
cell ratio, as defined here, does seem to be able to provide extra
information on which interfaces might be preferred, and as
such, it would be of interest to build functionality considering
this into the interface search algorithm as a modification to the
pure strain-based methodology used now. The rationale for the
relevance of this would be that the ratio is a simple way to
incorporate the possibility of matching coincidence sites with
the ratio being dependent on the geometric match of the base
cells in the studied system.
In all interface combinations, the C terminated interfaces

show a higher work of adhesion than the corresponding W
terminated interfaces as is expected, see Table 2. This due to
the fact that the relative stability of an interface in comparison
to the individual surfaces is greater when the more reactive
surface is used to construct the interface, and this is seen in
both the LAMMPS data and the VASP data for the singular
system [0001]/[100] in which the C terminations were
calculated in VASP. Using the same argument, it would be
expected that the type-II termination of the [101̅0] interfaces
would show the same trend as the type-II termination is
expected to be more reactive than the type-I termination.12

This is clearly the case when comparing the LAMMPS data for
the C terminated type-I and type-II interfaces, and it is also the
case for the W terminated interfaces but to a smaller extent.
The VASP data, which is only available for the W terminations,
show the same increase for the type-II interfaces, but the
difference is fairly small.
Comparing the LAMMPS data with the VASP data in Figure

2, the first thing that is noticed is the difference in absolute
value where the VASP data is consistently larger. Second, the
overall trend in the data looks fairly similar between both
methods. Looking at the difference between corresponding
LAMMPS and VASP values at different strain levels, see Figure
5, the difference is stable at low strains but deteriorates at
higher values, though the bulk of the distributions are relatively
stable, at least up to a strain of 0.06. A reason for the stability at
low strains is likely not the strain itself but rather the
correlation discussed earlier between the strain and interface
size and because the averaging of a lot of atoms in the interface
leads to a stable difference between the methods. Meanwhile,
the smaller interfaces, which are over-represented in the VASP
data due to the computational cost of calculating the large
interfaces, accentuate the higher resolution of the DFT
approach capturing details not seen in the LAMMPS data.
Looking at the difference at low strains (0.02) in Figure 5, the
differences are small between the different interfaces given the
distribution of the values, but the median falls between 0.17
and 0.24 eV/Å2 with the basal terminations slightly lower and
the prismatic terminations slightly higher.
Surface Energies. The difference in the work of adhesion

between the LAMMPS and VASP values can in part be traced
to the difference in calculated values for the surface energies as
the values for the surface energies, of the surfaces making up

each interface, are two of the components that make up the
energy difference described by the work of adhesion. The
values for the individual surface energies can be seen for both
LAMMPS and VASP in Table 3. As can be seen, the ABOP

underestimates the surface energies in comparison to the DFT
results. Adding up the sums of the surface energies for the
surfaces present in the interface contacts, the results lie
between 0.16 and 0.32 eV/Å2 with the basal WC interfaces at
the low end and the prismatic type-II interfaces at the high
end, matching the difference in the work of adhesion fairly
well. The surface energies calculated here also support the
previous discussions regarding the reactivity of the different
surfaces and the justification for focusing on the W terminated
WC surfaces. For comparisons against other similar calcu-

Figure 5. Difference between VASP and LAMMPS data at strains
below 0.02, 0.06, and 0.12, respectively. Distribution of differences
and all individual datapoints with sample size is indicated. C, W, CI,
WI, CII, and WII represents the C and W terminated basal and type-I
and type-II surfaces, respectively, and [100] and [110] denote BCC
W surfaces.

Table 3. Surface Energies for All Considered Surfaces
Including the Difference between VASP and LAMMPS,
Units Are eV/Å2

surfaces LAMMPS VASP Δ
σ[100] 0.09 0.25 0.16
σ[110] 0.06 0.21 0.15
σ[0001](C) 0.39 0.38 −0.01
σ[0001](W) 0.17 0.21 0.04
σ[101̅0](CI) 0.20 0.27 0.07
σ[101̅0](WI) 0.09 0.19 0.10
σ[101̅0](CII) 0.44 0.52 0.08
σ[101̅0](WII) 0.20 0.36 0.16
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lations, not much can be said for the LAMMPS results on their
own as changing the value of the chemical potential to match
Juslin et al.14 recovers their results as expected for a classical
potential. The VASP results for the basal surfaces, using the
same chemical potential for C as used here, can be compared
to values of 0.22 and 0.38 eV/Å2 for the W and C terminations,
respectively, as calculated by Siegel et al.21 The values for the

prismatic surfaces are calculated based on the approximation
that the ratio between the C and W terminations are the same
for the type-I and type-II terminations.14 This is similar to the
approximation of using the ratio for the basal surfaces12 to
calculate the individual contributions, but instead of making
the approximation of all three ratios the same, only the two
prismatic surfaces are approximated to be equal. Calculated

Figure 6. Interfacial energy against the mean absolute strain of the original interface match for all W terminated interfaces and translations with the
ratio between the total number of base cells on the top and bottom surfaces as a color scale. LAMMPS values as dots and VASP values as diamonds.
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this way, the ratio is 1.47 compared to a ratio of 1.83 if the
basal surfaces are used. Using the value of 1.47, the results in
Table 3 can be compared to values of 0.18, 0.27, 0.35, and 0.52
eV/Å2 for the W, C type-I and W, C type-II surfaces,
respectively, as calculated from the sums of the surface energies
presented by Christensen and Wahnström.12

Interfacial Energies. Using the values for the individual
surface energies of the surfaces present in each interface
contact, the interfacial energies are calculated using eq 4 and
can be seen in Figure 6. As stated previously, the values for the
work of adhesion used in the calculation of the interfacial
energies are calculated using strained surface references. With
the strain excluded, the difference between the interface and
the isolated slabs consists of the individual surface energies of
the interface facing surfaces and the interfacial energy. At low
strains, the results using strained references equal the results
using relaxed references as the work of adhesion for both are
the same as previously discussed, and though the surface
energies can be expected to vary with strain, this difference
approaches zero for the lower strain interfaces, which are the
main focus here but should be kept in mind when looking at
the high strain results. The median values for the 50 (5) lowest
strain interfaces from the LAMMPS (VASP) data including all
translations are shown in Figure 7.

The interfacial energy represents the excess energy cost
associated with the creation of an interface from bulk material
and can be used to compare different interface combinations to
determine which are energetically preferred. Using the
calculations performed here and taking the results for the
low strain interfaces presented in Figure 7, the preferred
interface combination is the interface system containing the W
terminated type-I surface of WC and the [110] surface of BCC
W as calculated using both LAMMPS and VASP. In all
instances, the [110] surface of BCC W results in lower
interfacial energies than the corresponding interface combina-
tion containing the [100] surface. The same is true for all W
terminations of WC, which are energetically preferred over the
corresponding C terminations, further indicating that the WC
surfaces will be W terminated. Overall, the type-II containing
interfaces have the highest interfacial energies, in clear contrast
to the type-I containing interfaces, suggesting that the
prismatic terminations will mainly consist of type-I surfaces.
Final Remarks. The dominant contribution to the

calculated surface and interface properties are expected to be

the internal energies24 as calculated here, which, together with
error cancellations for temperature-dependent terms,20 are
expected to keep the conclusions drawn here valid at relevant
temperatures.
In the calculations, the WC surfaces in the interfaces have

been considered stoichiometric since almost no deviation from
this is observed in bulk WC. However, as the WC/W interfaces
are created by the removal of C from WC, at least the
outermost layer must locally include C vacancies, and this
process is expected to make the final W layer of the WC less
stable.
In the search and selection of which interfaces to include

within each interface system, all interfaces matching the
inclusion criteria were indiscriminately selected to reflect a
broad unbiased base of interfaces. This means that interfaces
are included, which have strains far beyond the limits normally
considered when building interfaces for calculations, with
maximum strain components in the region of 30% and above.
For this reason, care should be taken in interpreting individual
results for interfaces at the high strain end, especially so for the
ABOP for which these strain values are likely outside any limit
of intended use, and instead see them as a collective indication
of the trends present where interesting individual interfaces
must be further investigated. Since this work focuses mainly on
the low to intermediate strain interfaces and the larger trends,
specific investigations at the high strain end is left outside the
scope of this work.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The work of adhesion show a clear trend with the strain in the
system even at the modest thicknesses of the strained layers
used here, which indicate that the low strain values are
representative for the interfaces expected to form.
At the thicknesses of the strained surfaces used here, the

interfaces containing the [100] surface of W see a broadening
of the range of values for the work of adhesion at mean strain
values of around 7%, which should be kept in mind if
constructing interfaces with mean strains above this limit.
The difference between the LAMMPS and VASP data show

a median difference of between 0.17 and 0.24 eV/Å2 with
tighter ranges within each interface system, for the low strain
interfaces across all combinations with the VASP data
producing the higher values. This is largely related to the
underestimation of the surface energies by the ABOP as
compared to VASP. The stability of this difference at low
strains allows for the correction of LAMMPS values when used
in large interface systems to enable estimations of DFT values
where it would otherwise be computationally inaccessible.
The energetically preferred interface combination based on

the interfacial energy as calculated in both LAMMPS and
VASP is the W terminated type-I WC surface against the [110]
surface of BCC followed by the W terminated [0001]/[110]
interface and the W terminated [101̅0] type-I/[100] interface.
For all interface combinations, the [110] BCC W surface is
preferred.
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